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How can I call an unnamed function in a dll? I'm trying to call it via a pointer: int * funcPtr; funcPtr = myDLL.GetFunctionPointerFromName("myFunction"); What might be the reason my dll function can't be called from my program?
Any help would be appreciate thanks! IEC 61439-1&2, so it can be used all kinds of industrial field. LV Switchgear. Arc fault containment (IEC TR 61641). â€¢Para su seguridad, por favor lea detenidamente el manual del usuario antes

de operar los equipos. â€¢Contacte con elÂ . Iec Tr 61641 Pdf Download Both standard books are written by same author,,,,,,. In this IBSO guide, we will discuss the new standard which is IEC TR 61641. We will discuss the purpose
and applicability of the standard, and look at the testing procedures involved in the TR standard. Each one of the material will be covered in details in this IBSO guide. We will also recommend a good book of IEC 61439-1 & 2, -3&4.

IEC TR 61641-1 Altsetting the ASEFA-certified type test lab for sales and user applications. - Downloaded from ASEFAÂ . The IEC TR 61641-1 is a two page document.Vasoactive drugs in the treatment of ischaemic stroke.
Cerebrovascular events and acute ischaemic stroke (AIS) are the most common cause of disability in western countries, and a number of vasoactive drugs are being used for the management of AIS. In this review, the authors

investigate the effect of vasoactive drugs in the management of ischaemic stroke, and discuss the potential benefit and safety of newer vasoactive drugs such as endothelin receptor antagonists, phosphodiesterase type 5 (PDE5)
inhibitors and nitric oxide-donating compounds.Clinical approach to outpatient management of adult obstructive sleep apnoea. Obstructive sleep apnoea is a highly prevalent condition that affects large populations and can result in

serious life-threatening and/or life-limiting complications. Despite the availability of effective treatment options, many patients remain undiagnosed
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How can I re-assign a promise's resolve handler? I have a service in Angular which has a promise like this: function getAllData() { return $http.get("/data").then(function(response) { $scope.data = response.data; }); } This $http
service is injected into an angular module (e.g. modules/core/core.js) I'd now like to unit test the service - and I'm having problems understanding how to clean up the promises that the service has resolved without making the tests

time-consuming and unwieldy. For example, I'm using mocha and chai, my test spec is located in a test file in the same module (core/core.test.js) which looks like this: import '../../core/core.js'; import chai, { expect } from 'chai';
import chaiAsPromised from 'chai-as-promised'; import coreService from '../../core/core.service'; chai.use(chaiAsPromised); chai.should(); chai.expect(coreService).to.beDefined(); chai.expect(coreService).to.be.an.instanceof(Object);
describe('coreService', function () { describe('when requesting data', function() { it('should return the data', function() { return coreService.getAllData().then(function(response) { expect(response.data).to.eql({ "results": [ {"name
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